
since1968
valve-seat grinder for engine

Made in Italy
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The trade mark of PEG was created in 1968 and is well-
known among mechanical engineering companies which 
became a synonym of valve-seat grinder. In 2000 the trade 
mark was taken over by Rossi & Kramer Ltd.

The merge between the two production companies originated a 
holding which is able to face the market demand, which is 
getting more and more high-standard.

The trade mark of PEG is evolving within Rossi & Kramer Ltd, 
having a complete, technologically advanced machine 
equipment at its disposal. Hence some important improvements 
have been made on PEG traditional products.
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Rossi & Cramer Ltd is specialized in production of 
endothermic engine reconditioning equipment.

� orbital valve seats refacers

� valve refacers

� system for inserting and grinding valve seats and guides 

� manual seat cutting system for single or multi-angles

� cambearing line boring tool

� vacuometer
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Our products are used in various sectors where you
find an endothermic engine: 

� Automobile engine

� Marine engines

� Engines for earthmoving machines

� Engines for electrical power generators
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Our customers all over the world are:

� Major mechanical workshops

� Auto repair shops

� Manufacturers of endothermic engines

� Shipyards

� Big construction sites
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The PEG grinder refaces
valves, guided by a pin 
fastened to the valve guide 
and using the grinding 
wheels supplied. 

Refacing valves is carried 
out by the grinder by means 
of two simultaneous 
rotating movements applied 
to a grinding wheel.
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PEG8   PEG10   PEG90   PEG125   PEG175   PEG Avio
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RV 550                 RV3000

Valve refacer for big motors. Up 
to Ø40mm valve stem capacity.

Valve refacer for small motors
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RS 993            RS08L  
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FM5

Manual portable Seat Cutting 
System for Single or Multi-
Angles
It allows to : 
- restore with only one 
operation the valve seat angles 
- remove the valves seat 
increase the counter bone of 
the - valve seat ring 
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Cambearing line boring tool. 
The PEG 25-50 boring tool is 
specially designed for use on 
aluminium cylinder heads with 
"cast-in" camshaft bearings.

PEG 25-50 
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Allows you to test 
valves for quality of 
seals and valve 
tightness easily in 
seconds.

VACUTEST 116           VACUCHECK 90 

(electrical) (air)



Rossi & Cramer Ltd is located in the 
North East of Italy, in the region of 
Veneto  near Venice:

200 km to Austria 

150 km to Slovenia 

300 Km to Germany 

ROSSI & KRAMER s.r.l.

via Nazionale, 19
31010 – Godega di Sant’Urbano (TV)
Italy

Tel. +39 0438 430 450
Fax +39 0438 387 37

VAT IT 01155170267

info@pegrk.com
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Thank you for your attention!
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